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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Wexford Developments is currently in the process of preparing a rezoning application which upon
approval would allow for the redevelopment of an existing low intensity commercial development site
located at 8207-105 Street in Edmonton’s Strathcona Neighbourhood. Rezoning approval, from Historical
Commercial (DC1, 18432) to Site Specific Development Control Provision (DC2), would allow for the
construction of a medium rise mixed-use residential/commercial building. The new building is planned to
accommodate a retail/commercial podium and a residential tower above the podium.
Based on a review of the most current design package prepared by DIALOG, the building program is
planned to include up to 65 residential units and about 4,233 sf of rentable retail area. The proposed
development does not include any on-site parking. That is, the development will not supply any resident,
employee, or visitor parking spaces.
The provision for no on-site parking is consistent with the provisions of the existing Historical Commercial
DC1 zoning of the site. Approval of the proposed DC2 Provisions will increase the permitted height and
allowable Floor Area ratio. Therefore, the City of Edmonton Transportation Planning group has requested
that a review be completed of the development from a parking and alternative modes accommodation
perspective (Pre-Application Meeting, March 26, 2020).

Notwithstanding that the existing zoning (DC1, 18432) provision identifies that developments in this area
of the Strathcona ARP do not require any accessory parking, in response to City of Edmonton requirements
and comments, Bunt & Associates was retained by Wexford Developments to determine the feasibility and
impact of supplying zero on-site parking stalls for The Baron project.
The increased Floor Area Ratio (2.5 FAR to 5.5 FAR) and the proposed building height (15m to 33m) which
translates into an increased number of residential units being proposed than currently allowed under the
DC1 Provisions, was likely another driving factor for the City’s request to review the anticipated parking
demands associated with the proposed land uses. The City was also interested in learning more about
alternative mode use and mitigation measures or improvements if required in order to better
accommodate the redevelopment initiative being proposed.
This Parking Review has been completed in order to allow the City to better understand the parking
characteristics and parking management plan associated with the proposed mixed-use development
project to inform their review of the proposed rezoning application from a parking accommodation
perspective.

1.3

Study Goals

The parking review attempted to answer five main questions. First, what are the current and proposed site
development characteristics including the proposed land use schedule? Secondly, what are current City of
Edmonton Zoning Bylaw on-site parking requirements for a mixed-use development in this area of the
City? Thirdly, what are the existing parking characteristics exhibited on roadways in the immediate area of
the development parcel? Fourthly, what are the anticipated parking demands associated with this
particular development initiative based on anticipated tenant characteristics and best practices? And
finally, does the proposed on-site parking inventory (zero spaces) represent an appropriate parking
strategy for this area of the Strathcona neighbourhood.

2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing conditions were established to better understand the site context from a site development and
area parking supply and demand perspective.

2.1

Current Development Characteristics

The subject site is located in the northeast quadrant of the Whyte Avenue (82 Avenue)/105 Street
intersection. Development on the site currently includes three Whyte-Avenue fronting retail stores and a
fourth tenant fronting onto 105 Street. The site locational context is presented in Exhibit 2.1. The
development site is located within the Whyte Avenue Commercial Core Area of the Strathcona ARP.
The existing development comprises approximately 527 m2 (5,668 ft2) of net rentable floor area of
commercial land uses.
The site is adjacent to excellent surface transit services on Whyte Avenue and is in close proximity to a
number of major education and employment centres including the University of Alberta and the University
of Alberta Hospital.
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2.2

Neighbourhood Profile

A review of the Travel to Work profiles of Strathcona Neighbourhood residents was completed (City of
Edmonton 2016 Census).
Based on this review, it has been identified that about 50% of residents currently do not use a vehicle to
travel to work. Of the alternative modes used to travel to work, transit represented the predominant
alternative mode. Many residents also walked or used their bicycle to travel to work.

2.3

Existing On-Site Parking

The current building development on the site allows for about ten surface parking spaces (including four
tandem stalls) to be accessed from the adjacent lane at the rear of the development.

2.4

Existing Area Parking Supply

To assist in better understanding area parking inventories, curbside parking restrictions, and
characteristics on the streets and avenues in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development, a review
of the on-site parking inventory was completed. Area on-street parking inventories were segmented into a
number of parking zones. A total of seventeen parking zones were established. Exhibit 2.2 presents the
location and extent of the parking zones.
As identified in Exhibit 2.2, on-street parking in the area is comprised of paid parking (EPark) and free
parking. Some of the free parking spaces have time restrictions, while others do not. Table 2.1
summarizes the area EPark parking inventory and characteristics by parking zone.
Table 2.1:
ZONE
(NOTE 1)
2N
2S
4W
4E
5N
5S
6N
6S
7N
7S
8W
8E
9W
9E
10W
10E
11S
12S

Area On-Street Parking Characteristics – EPark Paid Parking
PARKING TYPE

INVENTORY

CHARACTERISTICS

EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark
EPark

17 Stalls
33 Stalls
2 Stalls + Bus Zone
8 Stalls
19 Stalls + Loading Zone
18 Stalls + Loading Zone
12 Stalls + Bus Zone
3 Stalls + Bus Zone
17 Stalls
4 Stalls
4 Stalls
4 Stalls
4 Stalls
5 Stalls
5 Stalls + Loading Zone
4 Stalls
7 Stalls
5 Stalls

$3/ Hr. M to F, $1/ Hr.
Sat;
9:00 to 18:00 M to Sat
2 Hrs. Max

TOTAL E-PARK INVENTORY

171 STALLS

Note 1: N and S denote the parking along the north and south curb respectively; E and W represent the parking along
the east and west curb respectively;
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Immediately adjacent to the development site, EPark zones are located on both sides of 105 Street (nine
spaces) and both sides of Whyte Avenue. These paid zones have a 2-hr parking limit between 9AM and
6PM Monday to Saturday. No restrictions are imposed on Sundays and payment is not required.
Between the east-west alley on the north boundary of the redevelopment site and 84 Avenue, on-street
parking is not permitted on 105 Street. Parking is permitted on the south sides of 83 Avenue and 84
Avenue (one and two blocks removed from the subject site, respectively) in a combination of free parking
and EPark zones. Parking on both sides of 81 Avenue (one block removed from the subject site) is
permitted on both sides in a combination of free parking and EPark zones.
104 Street and 106 Street, both one block removed from the site, include a combination of no parking
areas, as well as free parking and EPark zones.
Table 2.2 summarizes the area Unpaid Parking inventory and characteristics by parking zone.
Table 2.2:

Area On-Street Parking Characteristics – Unpaid Parking

ZONE
(NOTE 1)

PARKING TYPE

INVENTORY

CHARACTERISTICS

CASUAL
OBSERVATIONS

1N

Free

48 Stalls

Angle Parking, No
Restrictions

90% Occupied

1S

Free

2 Hr., 9:00 – 18:00, M – F

100 % Occupied

2N
2S

Free
(angle parking)
Free
(parallel parking)

17 Stalls + Loading
Zone
23 Stalls + Loading
Zone
19 Stalls
24 Stalls + Loading
Zone
16 Stalls + No Idling
Zone

13S

Free

14S

Free

15S

Free

13 Stalls + Loading
Zone

16E

Free

8 Stalls + Loading
Zone

17W

Free

10 Stalls

TOTAL FREE INVENTORY

1 Hr., 9:00 to 18:00 M to
Sat
2 Hr., 8:00 – 18:00, M – F

100% Occupied

No Restrictions

100% Occupied

Restrictions along the
commercial building, no
restrictions otherwise
2 Hr., 9:00 – 21:00, M –
Sat
30 min, 9:00 – 18:00, M –
Sat

100% Occupied
10% Occupied
60% occupied

178 STALLS

Note 1: N and S denote the parking along the north and south curb respectively; E and W represent the parking along
the east and west curb respectively;

In total, the area of influence identified in Exhibit 2.2 and summarized in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 includes
about 170 EPark spaces and 180 free curbside spaces. All of these spaces are located within an
approximate 350m walking distance from the redevelopment site.
Based on casual observations completed on different days of the week and during different times of the
day, area parking is generally well-utilized. These parking usage characteristics are expected to continue
in the future given the nature of the neighbourhood land uses and associated parking demand patterns.
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2.5

Transit

The Whyte Avenue commercial area is well-served by surface transit. Both Whyte Avenue and 109 Street
are designated Transit Avenues as defined in the City of Edmonton Transportation Master Plan as linear
corridors that provide all day service and connect major trip generators, LRT stations, and transit centres.
The Transportation Master Plan also indicates that the areas along these corridors should intensify to
moderate levels over time because they have dependable transportation options.
There are 15 bus stops within an approximate 400m radius of the redevelopment site (7 bus stops on
Whyte Avenue, 7 bus stops on 104 Street, and one bus stop on Gateway Blvd.). The grid system of streets
provides convenient access routes between the redevelopment site and area bus stops. Exhibit 2.3
identifies bus stops and sidewalk development in the immediate vicinity.
With respect to LRT, the University LRT Station is located at the intersection of 89 Avenue and 112 Street.
Although this station is located outside an 800m walking radius from the site, LRT is still considered a
viable transportation option for future residents. It should be noted that Whyte Avenue represents an
approved route for a future Centre LRT route.

2.6

Bicycle Accommodation

The redevelopment site is also well-situated to take advantage of bicycle accommodation and to
encourage the use of this alternative mode of transportation. A two-way bicycle track has been
constructed along the 83 Avenue corridor. In addition to this bicycle facility, 84 Avenue, 85 Avenue, 104
Street, and 106 Street are all signed on-street bike routes. The bicycle accommodation in the immediate
area is also identified in Exhibit 2.3.
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3.0 THE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
3.1

Land Use Schedule

As mentioned previously, it is the intent of the owner to redevelop the site as a mixed-use development
with a two-storey podium (first-floor commercial, mezzanine level, and third-floor residential) and 6-storey
residential tower above. Based on a review of the most current site plans prepared by DIALOG, it is
anticipated that the development could accommodate up to 65 residential units (a mix of studio, 1bedroom, and 2-bedroom units) and three commercial retail units totalling about 394 m2 (4,233 ft2)
rentable area.
Exhibit 3.1 presents the current site plan for the redevelopment project. As presented, front door access
to the commercial retail units will be provided along both Whyte Avenue and 105 Street. The main
entrance to the residential lobby will be at the northwest corner of the building from 105 Street. A bike
room (and possibly a bike repair room) will be located on the main floor. The bike room is planned to
accommodate a minimum of 1 bicycle parking/storage stall per unit.
The existing on-site parking area located on the north side of the existing building will be eliminated to
accommodate the redevelopment. The north side of the building is dedicated to waste management
access and other building functions such as a transformer. As mentioned previously, no off-street parking
is being planned.
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Exhibit 3.1: The Baron Site Plan (Source: Dialog, July 20,2020)
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Table 3.1 summarizes the land use schedule, including residential unit mix, currently being considered.
Table 3.1:

The Baron Land Use Schedule
LAND USE
CRU 1
CRU 2
CRU 3

VARIABLE
148 m2 /1,589 ft2
140 m2/ 1,505 ft2
106 m2/ 1,139 ft2

TOTAL COMMERCIAL

394 M2 / 4,233 FT2

Studio
1-bedroom
1-bedroom + den
2-bedroom

27
18
2
18

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL

65 UNITS

Commercial Retail

Residential Units

3.2

Residential Tenancy Characteristics

Wexford Developments is proposing that The Baron residential component be developed as a ‘car-free’
rental apartment. The building will be targeted at tenants subscribing to a ‘car-free’ lifestyle.
It is anticipated that the rental units will be marketed to a tenant demographic who choose to live in the
Strathcona area to be close to employment, educational and recreational opportunities. It is anticipated
that a significant component of the apartment’s population will be students and young professionals who
prefer to use alternative modes to complete their transportation needs.
It will be made clear to future tenants that no on-site parking spaces are available. Philosophically, it has
been identified that a car-free concept has many advantages for both the municipality and its citizens. It
aligns well with the City of Edmonton’s initiatives as laid out in the City’s Transportation Master Plan,
Transit Oriented Development Policies, planWhyte and the Strathcona ARP, and overall sustainability goals.
Allowing residential development to be car-free or car-reduced improves the affordability of housing
projects, a major priority for the City.
Generational trends also support the development of car-free apartments as research shows that
Millennials (Generation Y) are less likely to own a vehicle than any generation before it. According to
research, this has the potential to create a market with a unique set of demands, including living within
the urban centre, in close proximity to transit, and with access to active mode amenities.

3.3

Community Benefits

Active mode use has been shown to contribute to community vibrancy. Pedestrian and cycle facilities
ensure community residents and visitors are interacting in the public realm. People using active modes for
transportation are also more likely to patronize local retailers and other businesses, contributing to the
overall social and economic health of the community. Active modes also enhance accessibility to public
transportation, contributing to the diversification of resident ages and income levels.
In the context of the Strathcona Neighbourhood, neighbourhood vibrancy is an important facet associated
with The Baron. It is the intent of the owner’s group to develop a small community that becomes home to
a diverse resident pool, supporting local businesses that are accessible by walking or cycling. Promoting
active modes in this area of Strathcona would enhance the usage of community features and destinations.
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4.0 ALIGNMENT WITH OVERARCHING EDMONTON STRATEGIC PLANS AND
POLICIES
4.1

Existing Planning Framework

A number of overarching City of Edmonton documents and transportation policies play an integral role in
the City’s sustainability initiatives. The car-free concept associated with The Baron development mirrors
many guidelines and goals as laid out in the City of Edmonton’s Transportation Master Plan including
Sustainability Principles and Transit Oriented Development Policies. While the proposed DC2 for the site
would allow increased residential development on a site previously included in the Historical Commercial
DC1, maintaining a no-parking requirement is consistent with the goals and objectives enshrined in
planWhyte and the Strathcona ARP.
The site’s location along the Whyte Avenue commercial corridor is within the Strathcona Area
Redevelopment Plan area and also within the City of Edmonton’s Main Streets Overlay area and the Mature
Neighbourhood Overlay area, in addition to the Whyte Avenue Commercial Overlay area.

4.2

planWhyte- Whyte Avenue Commercial Area Land Use Study (June 2018)

The City initiated the planWhyte - Whyte Avenue Commercial Area Land Use Study in 2016 in recognition
of ongoing development pressures in the area. The goal of the study was to understand how the area’s
heritage, character and livability could be further strengthened while exploring opportunities for
additional development over the next 20-25 years. Recommendations within planWhyte were incorporated
into the Strathcona ARP and an amendment to the ARP was approved by City Council in February 2020.

Based on a review of the planWhyte - Whyte Avenue Commercial Area Land Use Study report, there are a
number of strategic guidelines and comments that have helped inform the transportation related
characteristics of this particular redevelopment initiative (located in the core area of the planWhyte Whyte Avenue Commercial Area Land Use Study). Some of these include:
•

Whyte Avenue is a designated Transit Corridor. As a transit Corridor, area developments will
have access to a higher frequency transit network which has positive implications for future
movement between the University to the west and Bonnie Doon to the east.

•

The redevelopment area falls within the Pogo car share zone which allows members/users to
park Pogo vehicles on-street or at City of Edmonton metered locations.

•

Overall, access to parking within the study area is strong, particularly for access to businesses
within the planWhyte core area.

•

While one of the city’s premiere walkable districts, the area has a lot of space devoted to
automobile movements.

•

There is a desire to promote the use of existing public parking facilities in the area.
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From a transportation accommodation perspective, the proposed redevelopment initiative is in alignment
with planWhyte strategic plans and policies.
The success of the car-free concept proposed for The Baron could be a small step in shedding light on
proving the viability of active mode use for mixed-use projects in our city and in particular in the
Strathcona Neighbourhood.

4.3

Old Strathcona Area Redevelopment Plan

The Baron redevelopment site is located within the Core Area of the Whyte Avenue Commercial Area
(defined by Figure 5 in the Strathcona ARP). The Whyte Avenue Commercial Area section of the Strathcona
ARP was replaced with a revised section informed by planWhyte and adopted by Bylaw 19126 on February
4, 2020.
From a parking accommodation perspective, the proposed DC2 provision related to off-street parking, is
consistent with the following regulation:
DC1 HISTORICAL COMMERCIAL DIRECT DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PROVISION
Development Regulations, Section 5.0, Subsection c):
Notwithstanding Section 54 of the Zoning Bylaw, there shall be no requirement for off-street vehicular
Accessory parking within this Provision. Any ground level off street Accessory vehicular parking that is
provided shall be located at the rear of the building. Access to off-street Accessory vehicular parking shall
be restricted to the rear Lane.

4.3

City of Edmonton Open Parking Policy

The City of Edmonton has recently adopted a minimum zero parking requirement standard, as per the
amended Section 54 of the Zoning Bylaw (effective July 2, 2020). For residential development in proximity
to transit opportunities, minimum parking requirements have been removed and replaced with maximum
parking supply ratios. Under this parking approach, the amount of on-site parking to be supplied for new
developments is largely determined by the landowner or business.
This progressive parking regulation responds to reducing the reliance on personal vehicles, the
introduction of same day delivery services, reflects the increased use in bicycle and car share mobility
options and making projects more sustainable and economically viable to assist in urban densification and
the creation of compact neighbourhoods.
Open Option Parking shifts the responsibility of determining the right amount of parking from the City to
the developer/owner who have access to detailed market studies to inform them of how much parking
best serves their development and the intended patronage. As a result, it is anticipated that the developer
will tailor the parking supply to the use, the tenants, and the context in the most effective way.
Prior to the Zoning Bylaw amendment, the City of Edmonton had already allowed for multi-family
residential developments to be considered with zero parking in the Old Strathcona area (Crawford Block)
and in Strathcona (Douglas Manor).
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5.0 PARKING REVIEW
5.1

City of Edmonton Zoning Bylaw Parking Requirements

As mentioned previously, the existing zoning of the site does not require on-site parking to be provided
for any land uses.
Notwithstanding the increased density and land uses permitted by the currently proposed DC2, the
provisions of the proposed DC2 with respect to parking are consistent with the provision in the currently
approved DC1 which does not require any on-site parking. It is anticipated that the spirit of the Historical
Commercial district continues to be applicable notwithstanding the proposed change in land use on the
site.

5.2

Parking Demand

Commercial Parking Demand
The commercial retail opportunities of the proposed redevelopment (which are less than current
commercial floor areas) within the Whyte Avenue Commercial Overlay area is consistent with the
commercial opportunities currently operating on this site and along the Whyte Avenue corridor. No
significant or noticeable change to commercial patron parking demand and accommodation is anticipated.
Staff parking demands are anticipated to be low, similar to existing conditions. The no-parking concept
will attract staff who likely do not use a vehicle to commute. This will also encourage the use alternative
modes.
Resident Parking Demand
It is expected that residents of the building will generate little or no resident parking demand due to the
overall marketing strategy of the project. Prospective tenants that do own vehicles are unlikely to rent a
unit in the building as there is some competition for free curbside spaces in the general area. Projects that
feature resident parking would be a more attractive option for that component of the market. In other
words, the absence of resident parking should serve to control the demand internally, as it will be selfpolicing. For residents that do choose to own a vehicle, they may rent a monthly parking stall at nearby
parkades within the neighbourhood.
On-street parking immediately adjacent The Baron site is limited (time-restricted EPark stalls on Whyte
Avenue and 105 Street frontages). Unrestricted on-street parking is however provided along the 81
Avenue, 83 Avenue, and 84 Avenue corridors, one/two blocks removed from the redevelopment site.
Although the redevelopment is anticipated to generate a very low parking demand, it is anticipated that
these corridors, in addition to nearby parking garages, could absorb some additional parking activity
generated by casual parking demands without interfering with existing neighbourhood parking
characteristics.
The provision of zero parking for residents of The Baron can be supported based simply on the premise
that the units are being leased without parking, and the onus would be on the tenant to decide whether or
not they can live without a car. If they cannot, then there are other projects developing in the Strathcona
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Neighbourhood that can support them. As such, the provision of zero parking for residents will be selfenforcing and poses little or no risk to the City in terms of parking impacts within the area.
Resident Visitor Parking Demand
There will be some resident visitor parking demand, despite the location and marketing of the project.
There will be a need to accommodate this demand within the area. However, given the availability of
residual parking during peak visitation periods (evenings and weekends), there seems to be no compelling
reason to provide additional on-site parking to accommodate this need.
As mentioned previously, existing parking utilization patterns are expected to remain relatively consistent
in the future given the maturity of the neighbourhood.

5.3

Bicycle Parking

The DC2 Provisions, in regards to bicycle accommodation, are consistent with and reflect bicycle parking
requirements as established in the Strathcona ARP for developments located in the Historical District. The
existing and proposed bicycle parking provision is as follows:
The number of Bicycle Parking spaces required shall be calculated as 0.25 Bicycle Parking spaces per 100
m2 of gross Floor Area, regardless of Use.
Indoor bicycle parking will be provided. The building is planned to include a bike room and possibly a bike
repair room. The planned on-site bicycle parking supply of 1 stall/unit exceeds the bicycle parking
requirement in the provision. At the present time, the project architects are also looking at opportunities
to provide some visitor parking spaces along the 105 Street frontage of the site.
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5.4

Parking Mitigation Strategies

In order to reduce area parking demands and to encourage the use of alternative modes, Wexford
Developments could consider implementing Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies and
mitigation measures to support a reduction in auto dependency. Any TDM strategy should encourage
tenant use of transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and car-share opportunities that exist and are accessible near
and adjacent the site. The following TDM measures are suggested to be investigated:
•

Transit Strategies:
o

Providing some” transferable between tenant” transit passes (other than students, who
would already have a U-Pass) and making transit information available to tenants

•

Cycling:
o

Consider an internal building bike share program

o

Promoting the City of Edmonton’s Bike Share Program by allowing bike racks to be located
adjacent to the building along 105 Street or behind the building for tenant visitors and
other visitors to the area

•

•

Carshare
o

Credit for membership with a shared mobility operator

o

Purchase an adjacent EPark space from the City of Edmonton

o

Purchase a shared mobility vehicle (to be parked in the existing EPark Zone)

Parking
o

Working with the City to arrange for tenant parking passes in the 105 Street EPark zone
during times of low utilization (i.e. evenings and overnight).

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Summary of Key Study Findings

The redevelopment of the subject site (without the provision of any on-site parking) is a unique offering
aimed at attracting a socially and environmentally conscious group who are increasingly engaged in urban
life and communities, and a group that trends show to be less likely to own or operate a vehicle. Market
research completed by Wexford Developments suggests that there is indeed sufficient demand for this
project to be successful, thus the interest in proceeding with no accessory on site parking.
Based on the parking review completed, it has been determined that the proposed redevelopment of the
site to accommodate a mixed-use development, including up to 65 residential units, within the Strathcona
Neighbourhood in combination with the planned marketing program and existing area parking
infrastructure in the immediate area of the project represents an appropriate redevelopment initiative. In
addition, the project site’s location is ideally situated to take advantage of existing and expected future
transit, cycling and pedestrian facilities within the Strathcona Neighbourhood.
Despite the location and marketing of the project, there could be a minor site generated parking demand.
There will be a need to accommodate this demand within the area. However, given the availability of some
residual parking during weekday and weekend periods, particularly for visitors in the evenings, there
seems to be no compelling reason to provide additional on-site parking to accommodate this need.
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The City of Edmonton has recently adopted a minimum zero parking policy within the Zoning Bylaw. Prior
to this, the City had, on a case-by-case basis, allowed for small-scale residential developments to be
constructed and operated without any off-street parking, particularly for developments with attributes that
could be shown to contribute towards candidacy as a car-free development.

6.2

Synopsis of Local Area Conditions

There are a number of local conditions existing in the immediate area of The Baron that support the
notion of a zero on-site parking requirement.
•

The Baron site is located within the Strathcona Neighbourhood, an urban community located in
close proximity to multiple employment and recreational opportunities. There is a high level of
accessibility to active modes within the immediate area. This will accommodate residents who
wish to live car-free and allow visitors to reduce their dependence on auto-use as a means to
travel to and from the area;

•

The cycling network is easily accessible from the site. The bicycle network allows for
transportation by cycling throughout the community and elsewhere;

•

Strathcona Neighbourhood pedestrian amenities provide safe and comfortable pedestrian routes
and public meeting spaces;

•

The Baron site lies within the Pogo Car Share area, allowing residents and visitors of the area to
enjoy convenient access to the carshare fleet, and;

•

6.3

Residents and visitors can take advantage of the limited parking available in the area.

Conclusions

We are of the opinion that The Baron redevelopment program will not have any detrimental impact on
parking activity in the general plan area for the following reasons:
•

Locational attributes (adjacent to excellent transit, cycling and pedestrian facilities);

•

Small site and a relatively small number of residential units;

•

Availability of some off-site parking (the potential for off-site impacts is minimal)

•

Local convenience and community services nearby;

•

On-site bicycle parking being provided in excess of City bylaw requirements,

•

Tenant marketing strategies (residents subscribe to the car-free lifestyle and status of the
building); and

•

Wexford Developments will be investigating incorporation some applicable and viable TDM
program elements to provide alternative mobility options for residents and visitors.

It is expected that The Baron will generate little or no resident parking demand due to the locational
attributes and overall marketing strategy of the project. Prospective tenants that do own vehicles are
unlikely to rent a unit in the building because the opportunity cost of renting an off-site space in a
parkade or privately is likely prohibitive. Projects that feature resident parking would be a more attractive
option for that component of the market. In other words, the absence of resident parking should serve to
control the demand internally, as it will be self-policing.
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The study has concluded that the land use proposed for the mixed-use development should not create any
adverse parking-related or safety issues to any road user groups within the plan area. The redevelopment
should not unduly interfere with, or affect, area parking characteristics and the level of parking activity
generated by the redevelopment can be accommodated on the existing roadway network.
The reason for this finding recognizes and acknowledges the locational attributes of the site, existing and
projected parking characteristics, and tenant automobile ownership characteristics. It is also recognised
that providing parking when not required does not meet good stewardship practice for sustainability nor
is it a prudent financial responsibility.
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